DISTRIBUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

In November 2003, the Yale College Faculty approved changes to the curriculum based on recommendations from the Committee on Yale College Education (CYCE). As a result of these changes, students must fulfill a set of distributional requirements in order to earn the bachelor’s degree. This section of the handbook discusses the distributional requirements as they relate to the work of the DUS, including guidelines for designing courses to fulfill the requirements.

- Distributional Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree (http://catalog.yale.edu/dus/distributional-requirements/bachelors-degree)
- Humanities and Arts Courses and Social Science Courses (http://catalog.yale.edu/dus/distributional-requirements/humanities-arts-social-science-courses)
- Science Courses (http://catalog.yale.edu/dus/distributional-requirements/science-courses)
- Foreign Language Courses (http://catalog.yale.edu/dus/distributional-requirements/foreign-language-courses)
- Quantitative Reasoning Courses (http://catalog.yale.edu/dus/distributional-requirements/quantitative-reasoning-courses)
- Writing Courses (http://catalog.yale.edu/dus/distributional-requirements/writing-courses)